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Abstract—Spatial co-location pattern mining is an interesting and important task in spatial data mining which discovers the subsets of
spatial features frequently observed together in nearby geographic space. However, the traditional framework of mining prevalent colocation patterns produces numerous redundant co-location patterns, which makes it hard for users to understand or apply. To address
this issue, in this paper, we study the problem of reducing redundancy in a collection of prevalent co-location patterns by utilizing the
spatial distribution information of co-location instances. We first introduce the concept of semantic distance between a co-location
pattern and its super-patterns, and then define redundant co-locations by introducing the concept of d-covered, where d ð0  d  1Þ is a
coverage measure. We develop two algorithms RRclosed and RRnull to perform the redundancy reduction for prevalent co-location
patterns. The former adopts the post-mining framework that is commonly used by existing redundancy reduction techniques, while the
latter employs the mine-and-reduce framework that pushes redundancy reduction into the co-location mining process. Our
performance studies on the synthetic and real-world data sets demonstrate that our method effectively reduces the size of the original
collection of closed co-location patterns by about 50 percent. Furthermore, the RRnull method runs much faster than the related closed
co-location pattern mining algorithm.
Index Terms—Spatial co-location pattern, redundancy, semantic distance, d-covered
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INTRODUCTION

M

INING spatial co-location patterns is an interesting and
important spatial data mining task with a broad range
of applications including Earth science [1], public health [2],
public transportation [3], environmental studies [4] and
et al. In [5] for example, the extracted patterns in the publicservice facilities of developed cities can be used to plan layouts or arrange new facilities in cities.
A spatial co-location pattern is a group of spatial features
whose instances are frequently located close to each other
[6]. Examples of spatial co-location patterns include symbiotic species, e.g., West Nile Virus and stagnant water sources in public health, and interdependent incidents, e.g.,
traffic jams, car accidents, ambulances and police in public
transportation.
The traditional framework of spatial co-location pattern
mining uses the frequencies of a set of spatial features participating in a co-location pattern to measure the prevalence
(known as participation index [6], or PI for short) and requires
a user-specified minimum PI threshold to find interesting
co-location patterns. The meaning of PI is that wherever a
feature in a co-location pattern c is observed, all other
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features in c can be observed in its neighborhood with a
probability of at least PI(c). Similar to the support metric in
frequent itemset mining, the PI metric satisfies the antimonotonicity property. That is, if a spatial co-location pattern
is prevalent with respect to a threshold of PI, then all of its
subsets will be discovered as prevalent co-location patterns.
Traditional frameworks generate numerous redundant colocation patterns which jeopardize the usability of the technique, as it then demands great effort to discern or understand the discovered knowledge.
Two major approaches have been developed to aid the
user: lossless and lossy redundancy reduction. The former,
using closed prevalent co-locations (CPC) [7] (a prevalent colocation c is closed if there is no co-location c0 such that c  c0
and PIðcÞ ¼ PIðc0 ÞÞ, concentrates too much on the PI information of co-locations so that its redundancy reduction power is
quite limited. The latter, using maximal prevalent co-locations
(MPC) [8], [9] (a prevalent co-location c is maximal if there is
no prevalent co-location c0 such that c  c0 ), may significantly
reduce the number of co-location patterns, but it loses PI information from most of the co-locations, leaving difficulties for
the user. This paper presents a new, improved, redundancy
reduction framework for detecting spatial prevalent co-location patterns, utilizing the spatial distributed information of
co-location instances whilst retaining some useful features
of the non-redundant co-location sets
An explanatory example is shown below:

Example 1. Fig. 1a shows an example spatial data set,
where instances of four spatial features, A, B, C and D,
are denoted by the feature type and a numeric id value,
e.g., A.1, and edges connecting instances indicate spatial
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Fig. 1. An explanatory example.

neighboring relationships. Fig. 1b lists the co-location
instances, the PRs and the PIs of all possible co-locations
in the data set (the definitions of co-location instance, PR
and PI are provided in Section 2.1). If a minimum PI
threshold is 0.3, MPC mining will only report the 4-size
co-location pattern {A, B, C, D}. In contrast, the result of
CPC mining will be {{A, B, C, D}, {A, B, D}, {A, C, D}, {B,
C, D}, {A, B}, {A, D}, {B, D}, {C, D}}. However, we observe
that each co-location in the set {{A, B, D}, {A, C, D}, {B, C,
D}, {A, B}, {A, D}, {B, D}, {C, D}} is significantly different
with respect to their PI values from {A, B, C, D}. Additionally, CPC mining is too prolific, as we note that the colocation instance T({A, D}) of {A, D} is fully contained in
co-location instance T({A, C, D}) of its super-pattern {A,
C, D} (as shown in the dotted boxes in T({A, D}) and T({A,
C, D})). We say {A, D} is covered by {A, C, D} with respect
to the distributed information of co-location instances
(see Definition 7). Similarly, co-locations {A, B, D} and {B,
D} are covered by {A, B, C, D} and {B, C, D} respectively,
and the co-location instance information of {A, C, D} and
{B, C, D} covers that of {C, D}. The high-quality nonredundant result is {{A, B, C, D}, {A, C, D}, {B, C, D}, {A,
B}} for this example data set.
A strategy for improving the redundancy reduction
power in CPCs is to identify redundant co-locations according to certain similarity measures. However, there are three
crucial questions which need to be answered: 1) how to
measure the similarity between the co-location patterns, 2)
how to efficiently and completely eliminate redundant colocations and, for research purposes, 3) how to estimate the
redundancy degree of co-location patterns.
This paper is an attempt to offer answers to these questions. First, we propose a semantic distance metric between a
co-location and its super-patterns, and show it is a sub-valid
distance metric. Second, we define a concept of d-covered to
estimate the redundancy degree of co-location patterns.
Lastly, we propose two algorithms: RRclosed, which follows
existing redundancy reduction techniques to adopt the postmining framework that reduces redundant co-locations
from the set of CPCs; RRnull, which employs a mine-andreduce framework to discover non-redundant results directly
from the spatial data sets and runs much faster than the CPC
mining algorithm in [7], itself a very fast CPC mining
method. Our performance study shows that the introduction

of d-covered can effectively reduce the number of CPCs. In
addition, users can control the redundancy reduction power
by adjusting the coverage measure d ð0  d  1Þ.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we give the related definitions for prevalent colocation patterns’ redundancy reduction. Section 3 presents
the RRclosed method, and the RRnull method is proposed in
Section 4. Our performance study is presented in Section 5.
The related work is discussed in Sections 6, and 7 concludes.

2

PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we first review the basic concept of co-location patterns. Then, we introduce a semantic distance metric
to measure the similarity between the co-location patterns,
and then the prevalent co-location pattern redundancy
reduction problem is defined formally, based on a new
d-covered concept, where d ð0  d  1Þ is a coverage measure.

2.1 Co-Location Patterns
A spatial feature fi represents a specific kind of thing in an area.
For example, a plant species is a feature. An occurrence of fi at
a location is called an instance of fi , e.g., a plant of certain species is an instance. We use the spatial neighbor relationship NR
to describe the relationships between instances. When a
euclidean metric is used for the spatial neighbor relationship
NR, two instances are neighbors if the distance between them
is not greater than a given distance threshold d.
Suppose F is a set of spatial features, and S is a set of
their observed instances. Fig. 1a shows an example spatial
data set, where F ¼ fA; B; C; Dg with each instance
denoted by the feature type and a numeric id value, e.g.,
A.1. Edges among the instances indicate neighboring relationships under NR. Feature type A has four instances, B
has five instances, C has three instances, and D has four
instances in the data set. A Spatial co-location pattern c is a
subset of the features’ set F; c  F , whose instances form
cliques frequently under NR (i.e., are frequently neighbors
to each other). The size of c is the number of features in c.
We now review the measures used to characterize the
interest of a co-location pattern. The detailed derivations
can be obtained from [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].
Definition 1 (Row Instance and Co-location Instance).
Given a collection of instances S of a set of spatial feature F
and a co-location pattern c, a set of instances I  S is called a
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row instance of c, if 1) I contains instances of all features in c and
no proper subset of I does so, and 2) the instances in I form clique
relations under the NR neighbor relationship. The co-location
instance, T(c), of c is the collection of all row instances of c.
For example, in Fig. 1a, {A.1, C.1, D.1} is a row instance of
the co-location pattern {A, C, D} but {A.2, C.1, D.1} is not,
and the co-location instance T({A, C, D}) of {A, C, D} is
{{A.1, C.1, D.1}, {A.2, C.1, D.2}, {A.4, C.3, D.4}}.

Definition 2 (Participation ratio). Given a co-location pattern c, the participation ratio of a feature fi 2 c in c, denoted
as PRðc; fi Þ, is the fraction of instances of feature fi that participate in T ðcÞ. That is,
PRðc; fi Þ ¼

Number of distinct instances of fi in T ðcÞ
: (1)
Total number of instances of fi

Definition 3 (Participation index). The participation index
of a co-location pattern c is defined as
PI ðcÞ ¼ min fPRðc; fi Þg:
fi2c

(2)

For example, in Fig. 1, T({A, C, D}) ¼ {{ A.1, C.1, D.1}, {A.2,
C.1, D.2}, {A.4, C.3, D.4}}. The participation ratio of feature A
in {A, C, D}, PR({A, C, D}, A), is 3/4 since only A.1, A.2 and
A.4 among the four instances of A are involved in T({A, C, D}).
In the same way, PR({A, C, D}, C) is 2/3 and PR({A, C, D}, D)
is 3/4. The participation index of {A, C, D}, PI({A, C, D}), is
min{ PR({A, C, D}, A), PR({A, C, D}, C), PR({A, C, D}, D)} ¼ 2/3.

Definition 4 (Prevalent co-location pattern). Given a userspecified PI threshold M, a co-location pattern c is a prevalent
co-location pattern if PIðcÞ  M.
The PI and PR measures satisfy the anti-monotonicity
property (downward closure property), i.e., PIðcÞ  PIðc0 Þ for
any c  c0 , and PRðc; fÞ  PRðc0 ; fÞ for any c  c0 and
f 2 c [6].

Definition 5 (Closed prevalent co-location). A prevalent
co-location c is closed if there is no co-location c0 such that
c  c0 and PIðcÞ ¼ PIðc0 Þ.
The introduction of CPC mining creates a lossless redundancy reduction method [7], which can not only infer the original collection of prevalent co-locations but also their PI values.

2.2 Semantic Distance
To improve the redundancy reduction power in the set of
CPCs, we introduce a semantic distance metric to measure
the similarity between two CPCs based on their co-location
instances, which contain the neighbor relationship information of their spatial instances.
Definition 6 (Semantic Distance, SD). Let c and c0 be two
CPCs, and c  c0 . The semantic distance between c and c0 is
defined as:


jPfi T ðc0 Þj
;
(3)
SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ min 1 
fi 2c
jPfi T ðcÞj
where Pfi T ðcÞ is the set of distinct instances of fi in T ðcÞ, and
T ðcÞ is the co-location instance of c.
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Let us apply the SD measure to the co-location patterns
in Fig. 1 to see whether it reasonably reflects the distance
between co-locations in term of redundancy. Firstly, we
to
consider c ¼ Q
fA; Dg and c0 ¼ fA; C; Dg. According
Q
¼
Definition 6, j A T ðcÞjQ¼ jfA:1; A:2; A:4gj ¼ 3; j D T ðcÞj
Q
jfD:1; D:2; D:4gj ¼ 3; j A T ðc0 Þj ¼ jfA:1; A:2; A:4gj ¼ 3; j D
T ðc0 Þj ¼ jfD:1; D:2; D:4gj ¼ 3, so SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ minf1  3=3;
1  3=3g ¼ 0. This means the co-location instance information of {A, D}, which shows the prevalence information of a
co-location pattern, is fully contained in that of {A, C, D}
(i.e., when the instances of features A and D are observed in
a neighborhood, the instance of feature C must occur in this
neighborhood too). That is, {A, D} is a redundant co-location
relative to {A, C, D}. Secondly, let us consider c ¼ fA; Bg
and c0 ¼ fA; B; C; Dg. We can calculate SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ min
f1  2=3; 1  2=3g ¼ 1=3, which indicates that {A, B} have
extra row instance distribution information relative to {A, B,
C, D}. Finally, let us illustrate the meaning of the “min” in
Eq. (3). We observe that SDðfB; Dg; fB; C; DgÞ ¼ 0 but
T ðfB; DgÞ has not been fully contained in T ðfB; C; DgÞ. In
fact, there is no extra instance of feature D in T ðfB; DgÞ
which occurs relative to T ðfB; C; DgÞ. As far as the distribution of co-location instances is concerned, T ðfB; DgÞ does not
contain extra information relative to T ðfB; C; DgÞ (Because
D.3 in the row instance {B.5, D.3} has occured in row
instance {B.4, C.2, D.3} of T ðfB; C; DgÞ, {B.5, D.3} is not a
new distribution of row instances). Thus we see that the SD
measure captures the redundancy power between a co-location and its super-pattern.

Theorem 1. The semantic distance SD is a sub-valid distance
metric, such that:
1)
2)
3)

SDðc; c0 Þ  0, 8c  c0
SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 0, 8c ¼ c0
jP T ðc0 Þj
For 8c  c0  c00 , if argf maxfð jPf T ðcÞj Þ : f 2 cg ¼
jP T ðc00 Þj

argf maxfð jPf T ðc0 Þj Þ : f 2 c0 g
f

f

then

SDðc; c0 Þ þ

SDðc0 ; c00 Þ  SDðc; c00 Þ

Proof. By the definition of SD, it is easy to verify that the
first two properties are true. We prove the third statement
as below.
To simplify the presentation, we define the variables:




jPf T ðc0 Þj
jPf T ðc00 Þj
; y ¼ max
x ¼ max
f2c
jPf T ðcÞj
jPf T ðc0 Þj
f2c0


00
jPf T ðc Þj
z ¼ max
f2c
jPf T ðcÞj
Plug in all the variables into the distance definition.
SDðc; c0 Þ þ SDðc0 ; c00 Þ  SDðc; c00 Þ
, ð1  xÞ þ ð1  yÞ  ð1  zÞ

(4)

If c  c0 then every row instance of c0 contains
Q a subset
of
instances
which
is
a
row
instance
of
c.
So
j
f T ðcÞj 
Q
j f T ðc0 Þj for f 2 c.
We can assume x ¼ b=a and y ¼ c=b in Eq. (4) based
on the condition of the third statement. Therefore,
if z ¼ c=a, we have a  b  c due to c  c0  c00 .
Then, ð1  b=aÞ þ ð1  c=bÞ ¼ ð1  ðb=a  ððb  cÞ=bÞÞÞ
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 ð1  ðb=a  ððb  cÞ=aÞÞÞ (by a  b)
¼ ð1  c=aÞ
So, Eq. (4) is true in this case.
Else, the values a and c in z are different from that in x
jP T ðc00 Þj
and y. Since z ¼ maxf2c f jPf T ðcÞj g, 1  z  1  c=a. Eq. (4)
f
is still true.
Thus the third statement is true.
u
t

Remark. 1) Although the SD can reasonably reflect the distance between co-locations in term of redundancy, it is
sub-valid since there is a condition on the third statement
in Theorem 1. 2) The SD can be extended to general prevalent co-locations excepting that, for a non-CPC c, there is
a CPC c0 such that c  c0 and SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 0. This is
because from the condition PIðcÞ ¼ PIðc0 Þ of a non-CPC c,
we can infer that there exists a feature fi in c such that
PRðc; fi Þ ¼ PRðc0 ; fi Þ, and therefore SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 0 holds.
2.3 d-Covered
Based on the SD metric, we can define a covered relationship between co-locations, and then the concept of d-covered
is introduced further.
Definition 7 (Covered (or Non-covered)). For a co-location
c, if there exists (does not exist) a co-location c0 such that
c  c0 and SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 0. We say c is covered by c0 (c is a
non-covered co-location pattern).
For example, co-location {A, D} is covered by {A, C, D} in
the data set of Fig. 1a. If {A, C, D} has been in the set of
CPCs, {A, D} is a redundant CPC with respect to the distribution of co-location instances. By contrast, the co-location pattern {A, B} in the data set of Fig. 1a is a non-covered colocation since its row instance {A.3, B.3} cannot be contained
in any of its super-patterns.
Obviously, we can use the covered concept to prune
redundant CPCs in the set of CPCs. For example, in Fig. 1, if
M ¼ 0.3, the CPC set is {{A, B, C, D}, {A, B, D}, {A, C, D}, {B,
C, D}, {A, B}, {A, D}, {B, D}, {C, D}}. So CPCs {A, B, D}, {A, D}
and {B, D} can be pruned since they are covered by {A, B, C,
D}, {A, C, D} and {B, C, D} respectively.
In order to achieve a more succinct compression of the
non-covered prevalent co-location patterns, we extend the
concept of covered in two ways, as follows.
First, let c0 be a set of the super-patterns of c, say c0 ¼ fc1 ;
c2 ; . . . ; ct g, and we then have the following extended concept of SD:

Definition 8 (Extended Semantic Distance, ESD). Let c
be a CPC and fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g ðt  1Þ be a set of CPCs, and
c  ci ð1  i  tÞ. The extended semantic distance between
c and fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g is defined as:

Example 2. In Fig. 1, if M ¼ 0:3, for {C, D} in CPC set, there
are two CPCs {A, C, D} and {B, C, D}, such that SDðfC;
Dg; ffA; C; Dg; fB; C; DggÞ ¼ minf1  33 ; 1  44g ¼ 0:
fC; Dg is covered by its super-pattern set {{A, C, D},
{B, C, D}}. That is to say, if {A, C, D} and {B, C, D}
are in the CPC set, {C, D} is deemed to be redundant
and it should be eliminated so as to further reduce
the number of non-covered co-locations in the set of
CPCs.
Accordingly, for the data set of Fig. 1a, the CPC set is
reduced to {{A, B, C, D}, {A, C, D}, {B, C, D}, {A, B}}. We
regard this as the ideal non-redundancy result, because
each pattern has extra information (i.e., an extra co-location
instance, see Fig. 1a).
Second, we extend the covered concept to d-covered to
further reduce the number of non-covered co-locations
in the set of CPCs by adjusting the coverage measure
d ð0  d  1Þ, where d is a user specified coverage measure threshold.

Definition 9 (d-covered). A co-location c is d-covered by a
set of co-locations fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g ðt  1Þ if c  ci ð1  i  tÞ
and ESDðc; fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct gÞ  d ð0  d  1Þ.
2.4 The Problem Definition and Analysis
Based on the above discussion, the prevalent co-location
redundancy reduction problem is formally defined as
follows:
Definition 10 (Prevalent Co-location Redundancy
Reduction Problem). Given a spatial data set D (a collection
of instances S of a set of spatial feature F ), a minimum PI threshold M and a coverage measure d, the prevalent co-location
redundancy reduction problem is to find a minimal set of
non-covered prevalent co-location patterns V, such that for any
prevalent co-location pattern c in D, i.e., PIðcÞ  M, there
exists a set of co-locations fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g ðt  1Þ in V s.t.
c  ci and ESDðc; fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct gÞ  d.
We note that the size of V is no less than the number of
the maximal prevalent co-locations. This is because a MPC
can only be covered by itself. On the other hand, the size of
V is no larger than the number of the CPCs since a non-CPC
must be covered by a CPC.

Theorem 2. The d-covered relationship is a limited partial order
in the prevalent co-location set, such that:
1)
2)
3)

(
ESDðc; fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct gÞ ¼ min
fi 2c

1

j

St

j¼1 Pfi T ðcj Þj

jPfi T ðcÞj

!)
; (5)

where Pfi T ðcÞ is the set of distinct instances of fi in T ðcÞ, and
T ðcÞ is the co-location instance of c.
Naturally, the SD in Definition 7 can be extended to ESD,
and then more co-locations in CPCs could be eliminated.
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c is d-covered by c. (reflexivity)
if c is d-covered by c0 and c0 is d-covered by c, then
c ¼ c0 . (anti-symmetry)
if c is covered by c0 and c0 is d-covered by fc1 ;
jP T ðc0 Þj

c2 ; . . . ; ct g, and f  ¼ argf maxf jPf T ðcÞj : f 2 cg ¼
j[ti¼1 Pf T ðci Þj
jPf T ðc0 Þj

argf maxf

f

: f 2 c0 gthen c must be d-cov-

ered by fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g. (limited-transitivity)

Proof. By definition of d-covered, it is easy to verify that
the first two properties are true. We prove the third
statement here.
According to the conditions of the third statement, we
have
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jPf T ðc0 Þj
¼ 0 and
f2c
jPf T ðcÞj
 St

j i¼1 Pf T ðci Þj
0
d
ESDðc ; fc1 ; . . . ct gÞ ¼ 1  max
jPf T ðc0 Þj
f2c0

SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 1  max

)

 St

j i¼1 Pf T ðci Þj
ESDðc; fc1 ; :::ct gÞ ¼ 1  max
f2c
jPf T ðcÞj
St


0
jPf  T ðc Þj j i¼1 Pf  T ðci Þj
d
¼ 1
jPf  T ðcÞj
jPf  T ðc0 Þj

Fig. 2. The NET of CPC for the data set in Fig. 1a.

Lemma 2. For any co-location pattern c in V, if its super-pattern
^ < 1  d holds, where M
^ ¼
set is fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g, then M
SPRðfc1 ;c2 ;:::;ct g;fi Þ
maxfi 2c f
g.
PRðc;fi Þ
u
t

The semantic distance, a sub-valid distance metric, leads
to the limited-transitivity expressed in Theorem 2, and it
means that there may exist co-locations that do not satisfy
transitivity. We call these hard co-locations.

Proof. Since c 2 V, we have ESDðc; fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct gÞ > d.
So,
(
!)
d < ESDðc; fc1 ; c2 ; :::; ct gÞ ¼ min
fi 2c

¼ 1  max
fi 2c

Definition 11 (Hard co-location). For a prevalent co-location
c, if c is covered by its super-pattern c0 and c0 is d-covered by its
super-pattern set fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g, but c cannot be d-covered by
fc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g; c is called a hard co-location of c0 .
For example, in Fig. 1, if the co-location instance of colocation pattern {A, B, C, D} became {{A.1, B.1, C.1, D.1},
{A.2, B.1, C.1, D.2}, {A.2, B.2, C.1, D.3}}, the co-location {B, C,
D} was covered by {A, B, C, D} (d ¼ 0). But the co-location
{B, C} cannot be covered by {A, B, C, D}. Thus, {B, C} is a
hard co-location pattern of {B, C, D}.
For a non-CPC c, there is a CPC c0 such that and c  c0
and SDðc; c0 Þ ¼ 0, so we have the following lemma, proof
omitted.

Lemma 1. Given a spatial data set D, a minimum PI threshold
M and a coverage measure d, if any co-location in the “closed þ
hard” co-location set is d-covered by co-locations in V, then
any prevalent co-location in D can be d-covered by co-locations
in V.
Accordingly, the discovery of the non-covered prevalent
co-location set V has to start from the largest size of CPCs.
At the same time, hard co-locations need to be added
dynamically.
For the convenience of computing ESD and identifying
non-covered co-locations, we introduce a new concept and
a Lemma.

Definition 12 (Set Participation Ratio). The set participation ratio SPR ðfc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g; fÞ of the common feature f
in
1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g is the fraction of instances of f that occur in
Sfc
t
j¼1 Pfi T ðcj Þ, that is,
S
j tj¼1 Pfi T ðcj Þj
SPRðfc1 ; c2 ; . . . ; ct g; fi Þ ¼
;
Total number of instances of fi
(6)
where Pfi T ðcÞ is the set of distinct instances of fi in T ðcÞ, and
T ðcÞ is the co-location instance of c.
For example, consider the data set in Fig. 1a, and
c1 ¼ fA; C; Dg and c2 ¼ fB; C; Dg in Fig. 1b. Since PC T
ðc1 Þ ¼ fC:1; C:3g, PC T ðc2 Þ ¼ fC:1; C:2g and C has three
instances, we have SPR ðfc1 ; c2 g; CÞ ¼ 3=3 ¼ 1.

( St
)
j j¼1 Pfi T ðcj Þj
jPfi T ðcÞj

1

j

St

j¼1 Pfi T ðcj Þj

jPfi T ðcÞj

^
¼ 1  M;

^ ¼ maxf 2c fSPRðfc1 ;c2 ;:::;ct g;fi Þg.
where M
i
PRðc;fi Þ
^ < 1  d holds.
That is, M

u
t

According to Definitions 9, 10 and the proof of Lemma 2,
^ < 1  d is an iff condition with respect to
the condition M
whether a co-location c remains in V.

Discussion. (1) The number of hard co-locations in a data
set is usually hard to estimate. From a large number of
experiments in Section 5, we found this number to be very
small. (2) Because of the limited-transitivity in Theorem 2,
the set of non-covered prevalent co-locations V of a spatial
data set D should not be unique. Finding the optimal solution is NP-hard, so the two algorithms presented in Sections 3 and 4 are aimed at obtaining a reduced result with
respect to the original collection of CPCs.

3

THE RRCLOSED METHOD

In this section, we present the RRclosed method which
adopts a post-mining framework to implement the prevalent
co-location redundancy reduction from CPC which is a collection of closed prevalent co-locations.
The RRclosed method consists of two stages. Stage 1 constructs a net structure NET of CPC according to the relationship of patterns and super-patterns in order to facilitate the
next stage, and Stage 2 reduces redundant co-locations that
are d-covered by their super-patterns.
In Stage 1, we adopt a method beginning from the largest-size co-locations of CPC. When inserting a size-l colocation c into NET, we compute DEC(c), which is the collection of the super-patterns of c, by using the intersection
operation of c with l þ 1 size co-locations in NET. If
DECðcÞ ¼ f; l þ 2 size co-locations are considered, until
reaching the root of NET. For example, for the spatial data
set in Fig. 1a, if M ¼ 0:3 then CPC ¼ ffA; B; C; Dg; fA;
B; Dg; fA; C; Dg; fB; C; Dg; fA; Bg; fA; Dg; fB; Dg; fC; Dgg.
The NET of CPC is shown in Fig. 2.
In Stage 2, we check co-locations in NET starting from the
largest size minus one. According to Lemma 2, we calculate
^ of checked co-location c and prune it from NET if
M
^
M  ð1  dÞ. In the realization, we can sort all features in c
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in ascending order of the PR values, and the negative condi^  ð1  dÞ) may be satisfied eartion in Lemma 2 (i.e., M
lier. When a co-location c is pruned from NET, it is
necessary to revise the relationships of patterns and
super-patterns affected by c, and insert the hard colocations of c into NET. For example, in Fig. 2, if {A, B, D}
is covered by its super-pattern {A, B, C, D}, its sub-pattern
{A, B} will be directly connected to {A, B, C, D} (see the
dotted line in Fig. 2) because {A, B, D} is a unique superpattern of {A, B}.
The full RRclosed algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. RRclosed
Input: (1) A collection of closed prevalent co-locations CPC and their
co-location instances; (2) a minimum PI threshold, M; (3) a coverage
measure threshold, d.
Output: a set of non-covered prevalent-co-locations V.
Method:
BEGIN
//Construct a net structure representing inclusion relationships
1) Initiate an empty net structure NET;
2) lmax ¼ largest sizeðCPCÞ;
3) l ¼ lmax ;
4) while ð l > 1 or CPC 6¼ f Þ do
5)
for each l-size co-location c in CPC;
6)
NET.addRelations(c; DECðcÞ);
//DECðcÞ is the collection of the super-patterns of c
7)
l ¼ l  1;
//Reduce the redundant co-locations
8) l ¼ lmax  1;
9) while ( l > 1) do
10)
for each l-size co-location c in NET
^ ¼ maxf2c fSPRðDECðcÞ;fÞg;
11)
M
//see Lemma 2
PRðc;fÞ

^  ð1  dÞ then
if M
//c is d-covered
NET.prune(c);
if l > 2 then
for each c0 connected only to c in NET
// c is the only super-pattern of c0 in NET
16)
NET.updateRelations(c0 , DEC(c));
17)
NET.addHard(c);
// the hard co-locations of c are added into NET
18)
l¼l1
19) V
NET //convert the structure NET into the set V
20) Output V
END
12)
13)
14)
15)

The computational cost of RRclosed mainly comes
from the second
stage, whose coarse computation comP
plexity is Oð c2CPC jT ðcÞjr Þ, where T ðcÞ is the co-location
instance of c; r is the average time of scanning T ðcÞ (some
^ in
T ðcÞ may be scanned many times for calculating M
Step 11, but the average scanning time r is not too big,
just slightly greater than 1 time unit in general). The running time of RRclosed is principally affected by the minimum PI threshold M and spatial neighbor distance threshold
d, because they control T ðcÞ, the number of CPC and the
largest size of CPC.
However, RRclosed needs to first compute the CPC. To
improve the computation of the set V, a new method RRnull
is presented in the next section.

Fig. 3. The feature neighborhood transactions and neighborhood transactions of the data set in Fig. 1a.

4

THE RRNULL METHOD

In this section, we introduce a new method called RRnull
which pushes the redundancy (coverage) validation into
the prevalent co-location mining process.

4.1 RRnull Method
Computing the CPCs and their co-location instances is necessary for RRclosed, since the method checks coverage information based on the mined CPCs. To develop a much more
efficient method, we introduce a lexicographic prefix-tree
structure to store feature neighborhood transactions. We start
with the generation of non-covered co-location candidates.
According to the related definitions, the coverage metrics
are based on the co-location instances that contain the spatial neighbor relationships of instances in co-locations. So,
we convert the input data to neighborhood transactions.
Definition 13 (Neighborhood transaction (NT)). Given a
spatial instance f.i 2 S, the neighborhood transaction (NT)
of f:i is defined as a set consisting of f:i and the other spatial
instances having neighbor relationships with f:i, i.e.,
NT ðf; iÞ ¼
ff:i; g:j 2 S j NRðf:i; g:jÞ ¼ true \ f 6¼ gg,
where NR is a spatial neighbor relationship.
For example, in Fig. 1a, the neighbor transaction of A.1 is
{A.1, B.1 C.1, D.1}, including itself as shown in Fig. 3b. Note
that each instance in the transaction has a neighbor relationship with the first instance, which is called a reference instance.
This data structure was first introduced in [7], [10]. It
gives several advantages for non-covered co-location pattern
mining. First, the neighborhood transactions do not lose
any instances, nor lose any neighbor relationships of the
original data. Second, the neighborhood transactions can be
easily constructed from the neighboring instance pairs of
the input data. Third, the neighborhood transactions can
give the information about the upper bound value of the PI
of a candidate. Finally, the feature neighborhood transactions, which are the set of distinct features in the neighborhood transactions, can be used to generate non-covered colocation candidates.

Definition 14 (Feature neighborhood transaction (FNT)).
The lexicographic set of distinct features in NT is called feature
neighborhood transaction.
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Fig. 4. Candidate generation.

The feature neighborhood transactions relative to the
neighborhood transactions in Fig. 3b are shown in Fig. 3a.
The candidate generation method in [7] considers feature
sets having possible clique relationships as candidates. However, here we consider feature sets having “non-covered þ possible clique relationships” as candidates. For this, we revise the
procedure proposed in [7] in three ways, as follows:
First, we generate feature sets for star non-covered candidates from FNTs using a lexicographic prefix-tree structure.
This lexicographic prefix-tree is defined as: (1) It consists of
one root labeled as a reference feature and a set of feature
neighbor relationships as the children of the root, (2) Each
node consists of three fields: feature-type, count and nodelink, where feature-type denotes a feature that this node
represents, count registers the number of neighborhood
transactions represented by the portion of the path reaching
this node, and node-link links to the next node in the tree
carrying the same feature-type. As shown in Fig. 4a, one
prefix-tree per feature is built.

Definition 15 (Star non-covered candidate (SNCC) and
upper participation ratio (UPR)). A feature set having
relationships with the root node (reference feature) in a lexicographic prefix-tree is called a star non-covered candidate if its
star participation ratio is greater than or equal to M and it has not
been d-covered by longer candidates in this prefix-tree. The star participation ratio represents the upper bound of the participation ratio
of the reference features, which is the fraction of the count of reference feature in the count of neighborhood transations of all other
features in a candidate. It is called the upper participation ratio.
SNCCs are generated using the following method.
1)
2)

Each branch in a lexicographic prefix-tree forms a
SNCC if its UPR is greater than or equal to M.
The sub-sets of the branches, which contain the root
node, form SNCCs if they are not d-covered by generated longer size candidates in the prefix-tree.

For example, in the prefix-tree of feature A, we can
generate two candidates fA; B; C; Dg : 2=4 and fA; C; Dg :
3=4 from the two branches {A, B, C, D} and {A, C, D}, and if
d ¼ 0 then the sub-set {A, B} of branch {A, B, C, D} is also a
2
candidate fA; Bg : 3=4 since UPRðfA;B;C;Dg;AÞ
UPRðfA;Bg;AÞ ¼ 3 < 1  d (see
Lemma 2). The star neighborhood information of the
remaining sub-sets, which contain the root node, has been
d-covered by generated candidates. For example, the star
neighborhood information of the sub-sets {A, B, C}, {A, B,
D} in branch {A, B, C, D} is the same as that of {A, B, C, D},
while the star neighborhood information of the sub-sets {A,
C}, {A, D} are covered by the candidates {A, B, C, D} and {A,
C, D}. To form sub-sets in a branch we conduct breadth-first
enumerations in the branch set except for the root node.
Second, the SNCCs are combined for filtering the clique
non-covered candidates (CNCCs).

Definition 16 (Clique non-covered candidate and upper
participation index (UPI)). A size-k candidate combining
from k size-k SNCCs in the prefix-trees is called a size-k clique
non-covered candidate. The minimum value of k UPRs is
called the upper participation index (UPI).
For example, in Fig. 4b, to be {A, B, C, D}, which is a clique non-covered candidate, four SNCCs {A, B, C, D}, {B, A,
C, D}, {C, A, B, D} and {D, A, B, C} are needed. The sub-set
{B, D} is a star non-covered candidate in prefix-tree B, but
{D, B} is not a star non-covered candidate in prefix-tree D.
After the combining step, {B, D} is pruned.
Once a candidate is pruned, its covered sub-sets need
to be generated. For example, if M ¼ 0.4, the generated
candidate set in the prefix-tree C would be {{C, A, D}: 2/
3, {C, B, D}: 2/3, {C, D}: 3/3}. The clique non-covered candidate {A, B, C, D} cannot be formed in the combining
step, as the covered sub-sets {A, B, C}: 2/4 and {A, B, D}:
2/4 of the {A, B, C, D} in the prefix-tree A need to be generated. Prefix-tree B and D are treated similarly. The
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process of filtering CNCCs is conducted by dynamically
changing SNCCs.
Third, the true PIs of candidates are computed starting from
the largest size candidates. The candidate co-location instances of
candidates are gathered by scanning NTs in Fig. 3b, even
though they are not the true co-location instances. True colocation instances can be filtered from the candidate instances
by examining clique relationships among other instances of
the candidate co-location instance, except for the first instance.
For example, in Fig. 3b, {A2, B2, C1, D2} is a true co-location
instance of candidate {A, B, C, D}, but {A2, B1, C1, D2} is not.
For a candidate c, if PI(c) ¼ UPI(c) then c must be a noncovered co-location. Otherwise, we first need to generate
the covered sub-sets of c since these sub-sets have been
pruned assuming the condition UPIðcÞ ¼ PIðcÞ; next, if
PIðcÞ < M then c can be pruned out; else, we need to check
whether c is d-covered by its super-patterns or not.
Note that the UPI values of size 2 co-locations are the true
PI values.

4.2 The Algorithm
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudo code of the RRnull method.
Algorithm 2 contains three stages. The first one is to preprocess and generate SNCC, the second one is to combine
SNCC as CNCC, and the third one is to calculate true PI values of candidates. In the second and the third stages, once a
candidate can be pruned out, its covered sub-patterns need
to be generated.
In Stage 1, we first find all neighboring instance pairs for
a given input spatial data set. The neighborhood transactions are generated by grouping the neighboring instances
per instance. Then, a prefix-tree per feature is built with the
lexicographic neighborhood transactions. The set of SNCCs
is generated based on the prefix-trees.
In Stage 2, the set of CNCCs is filtered by combining the
SNCCs. The UPI of each candidate in CNCC is computed. In
this phase, if candidates in SNCC cannot be combined, their
smaller size covered sub-patterns are generated. The combining step starts from the largest size of SNCC.
The third stage is to calculate the true PIs of candidates in
CNCC. First, the star instances of a candidate are found by
scanning neighborhood transactions. Then, the clique
instances can be filtered from the star instances by examining a clique relationship among other instances, except for
the first instance of the star instance. Next, the true PIs can
be calculated based on the clique instances of candidates.
For a candidate c, if PIðcÞ ¼ UPIðcÞ then the candidate can
be moved from CNCC to the non-covered prevalent co-location set V. However, if PIðcÞ 6¼ UPIðcÞ, we have to do some
further work as shown in Algorithm 2.
4.3 The Analysis and Comparison
4.3.1 The Correctness Analysis
Although Algorithm 2 seems simple, it can completely eliminate redundancy and get the correct non-covered prevalent
co-location set V, i.e., Algorithm 2 works. The reasons are as
follows.
1.

A co-location instance must be a star neighborhood
instance, and it corresponds to a feature neighborhood transaction in Algorithm 2.

2.

3.

4.
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According to the concept of d-covered, for a colocation c, if the all instances of one feature in T ðcÞ are
d-covered by its super-pattern, c is d-covered. So we
can introduce the SNCC and CNCC in Algorithm 2.
For the sub-patterns d-covered by a set of super-patterns, because the generation of SNCC is based on
the prefix-tree of the reference feature, if the colocation instances of the reference feature are
d-covered by its super-patterns then it must not
appear in the SNCC. That is why we have Step 22
in Algorithm 2.
When PIðcÞ 6¼ UPIðcÞ, Step 23 generates (l  1)-size
sub-patterns covered by c, and Step 26 checks
whether c is d-covered by its super-patterns or not.

Algorithm 2. RRnull
Input: (1) A feature set, F ¼ ff1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fn g; (2) A spatial instance
set, S; (3) a spatial neighbor distance threshold, d; (4) a minimum PI
threshold, M; (5) a coverage measure threshold, d.
Output: the non-covered prevalent co-location set V.
Method:
BEGIN
// Preprocess and generate star non-covered candidates
1) NP ¼ find neighbor pairsðS; dÞ;
2) ðNT; FNT Þ ¼ gen neighbor transactionsðNP Þ;
3) for i ¼ 1 to n
4) Treei ¼ build prefix-treeðfi ; FNT Þ;
5) SNCC ¼ gen candi and cal upr ðtree1 ; ::; treen ; MÞ;
// Generating star non-covered candidates with UPR
// Combining step
6) CNCC size 2 candidates in SNCC;
//CNCC is the set of clique non-covered candidates
7) l ¼ largest size of SNCC;
8) while (l > 2 and SNCC 6¼ f ) do
9) for l-size candidates in SNCC;
10)
CNCC combine_and_cal_upi (SNCC);
11)
if l-size candidate c in SNCC cannot be combined
12)
then SNCC
gen covered ðl  1Þ-sub-setsðc; SNCCÞ;
13) l ¼ l  1;
// calculate true PIs of candidates
14) V size 2 candidates in CNCC;
15) l ¼ largest size of CNCC;
16) while (l > 2 and CNCC 6¼ f) do
17) for each l-size candidate c in CNCC;
18) SIc ¼ find star instancesðc; NT Þ;
19) CIc ¼ filter clique instancesðSIc ; NT Þ;
20) PIðcÞ ¼ calculate true piðCIc Þ;
21) if PIðcÞ ¼ UPIðcÞ
22) then move c from CNCC to V
23) else CNCC
gen covered ðl  1Þ-sub-setsðc; CNCCÞ;
24)
if PIðcÞ < M
25)
then prune_candidate(CNCC)
26)
else if c is not covered
//by Lemma 2
27)
then V
c
28) l ¼ l  1;
29) Output V
END

4.3.2 The Time Complexity Analysis
Algorithm 2 has three main parts: generating SNCC (Steps
1-5), filtering CNCC (Steps 6-13) and calculating the true PIs
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(Steps 14-29). The complexity analysis of the three parts is
shown as follows.
Generating SNCC. In order to generate SNCC, RRNull
first generates NT and FNT (Steps 1-2), and then builds the
prefix-trees for each feature (Steps 3-4). Finally, SNCC is
generated from the prefix-trees (Step 5).


Generating NT and FNT: A grid-based method is
used to calculate the neighborhood relationships.
The whole space is divided into grids with area d d
(d is the spatial neighbor distance threshold), such
that every instance in a certain grid g is only compared with the instances located in 4 grids around g
(east, southeast, south and southwest). FNT is generated during the generation of NT, and a neighborhood relationship will be added to both NT and
FNT, so that the computational complexity of gener2
2
ating NT and FNT is about: Oðn2  dA ÞðdA < < 1Þ,
where d is the distance threshold, n is the number of
instances and A is the area of the whole space.
 Building prefix-trees: If the number of features is
m; m prefix-trees are built based on FNT. We note
that the upper value of the number of FNT is n (n is
the number of instances). Thus, to build m prefixtrees based on the FNT, the computational complexity is about: Oðsizeavg ðFNT Þ jFNT jÞ, where sizeavg
ðFNT Þ is the average size of the transactions in FNT,
and jFNT j n.
 Generating SNCC: SNCCs are always found from the
leaf nodes in RRnull, for example, for the first prefixtree in Fig. 4a, there are 2 leaf nodes (D: 2 and D: 1),
for the leaf node D: 2, we generate a SNCC
fA; B; C; Dg : 2=4, remove D: 2 and the count value
of the leaf node’s ancestors minus the leaf node’s
count value of 2. Then every node with a count value
0 is removed from the prefix-tree (covered). Thus, a
SNCC {A, B, C, D}: 2/4 is generated and the node C:
2 is removed. The process will continue until the prefix-tree is empty. The method performs well and the
computational complexity in the worst case where
only the leaf node is removed when getting a SNCC
is: Oððsizeavg ðFNT ÞÞ2  n0 Þ, where n0 is the number of
branches of the all prefix-trees ðn0 < nÞ.
In summary, the computational complexity of generating
SNCC is about:


2
2 d
þ Oððsizeavg ðFNT ÞÞ2  nÞ:
O n 
A
Filtering CNCC. In the process of generating SNCC, the
participation ratio of each SNCC is stored in a hash set h
wherein the key of h is the SNCC, and the value is the set of
participation indexes whose first value is the minimum
value of the whole set. For example, if {A, B, C, D} is generated from the first prefix-tree in Fig. 4a, its participation
ratio will be added to h as [key: {A, B, C, D}, value:
f2=4; 2=4g]. If the participation ratio of {A, B, C, D} calculated from the second prefix-tree in Fig. 4a is 2=5, it will be
added to h as [key: {A, B, C, D}, value: f2=5; 2=4; 2=5g].
After the process of generating SNCC, h is used to filter
CNCC. If the number of participation ratios of one candidate
c is less than the size of c, c will be pruned. Otherwise, the
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UPI of c can be quickly obtained from the first element of the
value attribute of c in h, and then c is regarded as a CNCC.
The main cost of this process is the traverse of h, so the
computational complexity of this part is about: OðjSNCCjÞ.
Calculating the true PIs. To calculate the true PI of a colocation c, the co-location instance T ðcÞ of c is needed. For
each candidate c in CNCC, based on NT, a joinless approach
is used to generate T ðcÞ. The computational complexity is
about:
OðjCNCCjðsizeavg ðCNCCÞÞ2  lavg ðCNCCjinstance ÞÞ,
where sizeavg ðCNCCÞ is the average size of the candidates
in CNCC (the average size of candidates in CNCC is close
to the average size of transactions in FNT), and lavg
ðCNCCjinstance Þ is the average count of the co-location
instances of candidates in CNCC, and that in general
ðlavg ðCNCCjinstance Þ > nÞ.
Combining the above analysis of the three parts in
RRNull, the final computational complexity of RRNull is
2
about: Oðn2  dA Þ þ Oððsizeavg ðFNT ÞÞ2  nÞ þ OðjSNCCjÞ þ
OðjCNCCj  ðsizeavg ðCNCCÞÞ2  lavg ðCNCCjinstance ÞÞ
OðjCNCCj
2
ðsizeavg ðCNCCÞÞ  lavg ðCNCCjinstance ÞÞ.
Obviously, the computational complexity of RRnull is
dominated by the third part.

4.3.3 Comparitive Analysis
The running time of RRnull is much faster than that of CPC
mining. The comparative analysis is as follows:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5

If a co-location is covered by its super-patterns, it
might be eliminated in the generating star non-covered candidates’ stage, in the combining stage, or in
the stage of calculating true PIs. If the eliminated patterns were equally distributed in the three stages,
about 2=3 of the co-location instances of the covered
patterns are no longer calculated. Indeed, more covered co-locations may be eliminated in advance. For
the data set in Fig. 1a, all covered co-locations have
been eliminated before the combining step.
The non-covered condition is stronger than the closed
condition, so the candidate set generated in Algorithm 2 must be smaller than that in CPC mining.
The size of the covered co-locations is smaller than
that of their super-patterns. We note that the smaller
the size of co-locations, the larger the number of colocation instances.
When there are plenty of star co-location instances
that are not true co-location instances, the work of
generating and checking their sub-patterns is time
consuming. However, the corresponding problem
also appears in CPC mining. Therefore, in this case
the running time of Algorithm 2 is still faster than
that of the CPC mining.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, we design sets of experiments to test the performance of the proposed algorithms. We use three real
datasets and a series of synthetic datasets in our experiments. The proposed algorithms are implemented in Visual
C#. All of our experiments are performed on an Intel PC
running Windows 7 with Intel Core i5 3337U @ 1.80 GHz
CPU and 2 GB-memory.
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TABLE 1
A Summary of the Three Real Data Sets
Name

N. of
features

N. of
instances

(Max, Min)

Real-1
Real-2
Real-3

32
20
15

335
377834
501046

(63, 3)
(60000, 347)
(55646, 8706)

The distribution area of
spatial instances (m2)
80000
50000
110000

130000
80000
160000

(Max, Min): are respectively the maximum number and the minimum number
of the feature’s instances in the data sets.

5.1 On the Three Real Data Sets
This section examines the performance of the proposed
algorithms on the three real data sets. The first tests the
redundancy reduction power, and the second measures the
computational performance of the proposed algorithms. A
summary of the selected three real data sets is presented in
Table 1. Real-1 is from the rare plant data of the Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Areas whose instances form
a zonal distribution as shown in Fig. 5a. Real-2 is a spatial
distribution data set of urban elements whose instances’
distribution is both even and dense as shown in Fig. 5b.
Real-3 is a vegetation distribution data set of the Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan Protected Areas, which has the fewest features but the most instances, its instance distribution
being various clusters as shown in Fig. 5c.

Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of the three real data sets.

Fig. 6. The Power of redundancy reduction over the three real data sets.
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5.1.1 The Power of Redundancy Reduction
For each real data set, we vary the values of parameters M
(the minimum PI thresholds), d (the spatial neighbor distance thresholds) and d (the coverage measure thresholds)
respectively to verify the redundancy reduction power of
our method with respect to the original closed prevalent colocations ðjSclosed j  jVjÞ = jSclosed j, where Sclosed is the set of
CPCs and V is the non-covered prevalent co-location set
produced by Algorithm 1 or Algorithm 2. The experimental
results are shown in Figs. 6a to 6f. We have the following
observations: First, RRclosed and RRnull generate the same
results on all real data sets; second, on all three real data
sets, the redundancy reduction power is between 10 and 85
percent, the mean value being about 56 percent. On the
Real-2 data set, the effect of redundancy reduction is the
best, and its mean redundancy reduction power reaches 65
percent. This is because our redundancy reduction method
is based on utilizing distributed information about co-location instances, and Real-2 is an evenly distributed data set;
third, the redundancy reduction power becomes large
when M is low or d is large. That is expected because there
are more CPCs mined under lower M or larger d; fourth, as
we expected, the redundancy reduction power increases
when the value of d increases. But the difference is not very
big. This result illustrates that the value of d is not the main
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the redundancy reduction power over different sizes of patterns.

factor that affects the redundancy reduction power. In the
experiments, we set d as 0, 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 respectively.
The comparisons of the redundancy reduction power
over different sizes of patterns are shown in Fig. 7a to
Fig. 7c. As can be seen, the longest CPCs are kept because
no patterns can contain them, while for each size from maxlen-1, the number of kept patterns is less, or even much less,
than the number of CPCs. Usually, patterns are reduced
mostly in the middle sizes, e.g., patterns with size 4 and size
5 in Fig. 7b are reduced the most.

co-locations’ closeness, and the former condition is stronger than the latter’s. We further observe that RRnull runs
two times faster than Closed in Real-2 when M ¼ 0:3 in
Fig. 8b, or when d ¼ 3000 m and 4000 m in Fig. 8e, and
three times faster in Real-2 when M ¼ 0:1 in Fig. 8b, or
when d ¼ 5000m in Fig. 8e. Because RRnull avoids identifying many candidates, it also saves much space. Finally,
from the running times of RRclosed and Closed which
are almost identical, we can verify that Algorithm 1 is
efficient for redundancy reduction.

5.1.2 The Running Time
The corresponding running time of the three methods,
RRclosed, RRnull and Closed which is a CPC mining algorithm presented in [7], are shown from Figs. 8a to 8f. The
running time of RRclosed includes the Closed procedure,
which we have optimized.
The results show that RRclosed is much slower than
RRnull, especially when M is low and d large. Comparing
RRnull and Closed, we observe that RRnull runs much better than Closed especially on dense data sets (a larger d
makes a denser data set). This is because RRnull examines
the d-covered co-locations, while Closed examines the

5.2 On the Synthetic Data Sets
This section examines the scalability of the RRnull and the
RRclosed with the varying numbers of spatial instances,
numbers of spatial features, neighbor distance thresholds,
prevalence thresholds, and coverage measure thresholds.
Synthetic data sets were generated using a spatial data
generator similar to [6], [10]. Table 2 describes the parameters used for the data generation in the related experiments.
First, the distribution area of spatial instances was determined with D D. The whole area was divided into grids
with d d where d is the spatial neighbor distance threshold.
Then, we generated P initial core patterns whose average
size was Q. The feature types of each core pattern were

Fig. 8. Running time of Closed, RRclosed, and RRnull over three real data sets.
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TABLE 2
Parameters and Their Values in Experiments
Parameter
D
P
Q
I
S
F
d
M
d

Definition

Experiment Figures
F.9a

F.9b F.9c F.9d F.9e

Spatial area (D D)
10000
Number of
20
,co-locations
Average size of
5
,co-locations
Average number of
S/100
2000
,co-location instances

200000
Number of instances

Number of features
20
20

Spatial neighbor distance
1000
1000
threshold

Minimum PI threshold
0.2
0.2

Measure of coverage
0.2

,: initial core co-location, : variable values.

randomly chosen from F features. An average of I instances
per core pattern were generated. The total number of instances was around S. Finally, the co-location instances for each
initial pattern were distributed. To locate a co-location
instance, we first randomly chose a grid, and all points of the
instance were then randomly located within the chosen grid.
As shown in Figs. 9a to 9e, the RRnull algorithm shows
scalability to large dense sets, at lower M, larger d and lower
d, and it performs better than RRclosed in all the experiments. This is because RRclosed considers feature sets having “possible clique relationships” as candidates, while RRnull
takes “non-covered þ possible clique relationships” as candidates. When the number of spatial instances is 500,000 as in
Fig. 9a, RRnull runs almost five times faster than RRclosed.
We compare the number of CPCs, the number of RRnull
candidates and the number of non-covered co-locations
over different sizes in Fig. 10. From the figure, we can see

Fig. 9. Scalability analysis on the synthetic data sets.

Fig. 10. Further analysis of the 500,000 instances in Fig. 9a.

that the number of RRnull candidates is much lower than
that of CPCs. Also, we can see that with the size of candidates growing, the number of RRnull candidates gets closer
and closer to the final result. Clearly, checking a longer pattern costs much more time than checking a shorter one.
In addition, we notice that the trend in Fig. 9b does not
increase progressively as the number of features grows.
This is because we have fixed the total number of instances,
so the number of instances for each feature reduces successively when the number of features grows. When the number of features exceeds 40, the number of co-location
instances and the number of candidates decreases sharply.
We have further investigated the reason for speed
increase of the RRnull algorithm. Table 3 compares the
numbers of the generated candidates by RRnull and Closed
at several special places found in Fig. 9. We can see that
RRnull identifies about 50 percent of the false candidates
before calculating their true co-location instances.

6

RELATED WORK

In Section 1, we have discussed the connection of our work
with previous prevalent co-location mining, with maximal
prevalent co-location mining and with closed prevalent colocation mining. A closely related work is the top-k closed
co-location mining problem studied in [7], where the
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TABLE 3
Comparison of the Number of Candidates
Generated by RRnull and Closed

2039
5285

3201
5396

2573
5538

1236
2651
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1319
2944
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